
Possible Scenarios

Pedestrian-
Cyclist Working 

Group 



Objectives

1. Incorporate interventions to develop 
various scenarios

2. Modify scenarios
3. Evaluate using criteria
4. Revisit as required
5. Make recommendations



3 groups of scenarios

I.  Permutations of the Status Quo
1. Status quo
2. Status quo plus gates
3. Status quo plus gates and speed mitigation measures 

II. Permutations of Shared Space
4. Shared space throughout
5. Shared space throughout with speed mitigation 

measures
6. Shared spaces on E-W axis only

III.  Permutations of Cycle Path
7. Bike path on E-W-N-S axis
8. Bike path on E-W axis only with speed mitigation 

measures on N-S axis



I. Permutations of Status Quo



Scenario 1: Status Quo
¬ Maintain current dismount policy requiring cyclists to 

walk

¬ Costs 
¬ None



Scenario 2: Status Quo + Gates
¬ Maintain current dismount policy requiring cyclists to 

walk

¬ Install gates at the entrance(s) 

¬ Costs 
¬ Low



Scenario 3: Status Quo + Gates + 
Speed Mitigation Measures

¬ Maintain current dismount policy requiring cyclists to 
walk

¬ Install gates at the entrance(s) 

¬ Potentially Seasonal 

¬ Place speed mitigation measures in key locations 
(intersections, hills, blind corners) to alert and slow 
cyclists

¬ Unavoidable (from curb to curb)

¬ Potentially Seasonal 

¬ Costs 
¬ Low



Scenario 3: Status Quo + Gates + Speed Mitigation



II. Permutations of Shared Space



Scenario 4: Shared Space 
Throughout

¬ Remove current dismount policy 

¬ No large physical interventions

¬ Emphasis on signage and norm strengthening

¬ Costs 
¬ Low



Scenario 5: Shared Space 
Throughout + Speed Mitigation

¬ Remove current dismount policy 

¬ Place speed mitigation measures in key locations 
(intersections, hills, blind corners) to alert and slow 
cyclists

¬ Potentially seasonal (removed in winter for snow clearing)

¬ Unavoidable (from curb to curb)

¬ Costs 
¬ Low



Scenario 5: Shared Space + Speed Mitigation



Scenario 6: Shared Space (E-W 
axis only) + Dismount Policy on 
Main Road

¬ Shared space on E-W axis

¬ Remove current dismount policy on E-W axis

¬ Keep dismount policy on Main Road (Roddick gates to 
Y-intersection)

¬ Pilot: Seasonal speed mitigation measures along Main Road

¬ Permanent: Replace asphalt on Main Road with green space and 
naturalized surfaces; 

¬ Require approval from Fire Department

¬ Special attention paid to ensuring accessibility

¬ Costs 
¬ Pilot: Low

¬ Permanent: High



Scenario 6: Shared Space (E-W axis only) + 
Dismount Policy on Main Road
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III. Permutations of cycle paths



Scenario 7: Cycle Path (E-W-N-S)
¬ Remove current dismount policy 

¬ Separated bike path across campus (E-W) and down to 
Sherbrooke (N-S) 

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Key intersections and crosswalks/entrances would be shared space

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Would potentially result in the loss of student activity space at the Y-
intersection and disabled parking spaces near the Museum

¬ Speed mitigation measures placed in key locations 
(entrances, intersections, blind corners) to alert cyclists , 
and on hills outside of bike paths to slow cyclists

¬ Pilot and permanent options technically feasible

¬ Costs 
¬ Pilot:  Medium

¬ Permanent: High



Scenario 7: Cycle Path (E-W-N-S)
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Scenario 8: Cycle Path (E-W  axis) + 
Speed Mitigation Measures (N-S axis)

¬ Remove current dismount policy on E-W axis 

¬ Maintain current dismount policy on N-S axis (Main 
Road)

¬ To discourage through-traffic

¬ Separated bike path across campus (E-W) and down to 
Sherbrooke (N-S) 

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Key intersections and crosswalks/entrances would be shared space

¬ Would potentially result in the loss of student activity space at the Y-
intersection and disabled parking spaces near the Museum

¬ Speed mitigation measures placed in key locations 
(entrances, intersections, blind corners) to alert cyclists , 
and on hills outside of bike paths to slow cyclists

¬ Costs 
¬ Pilot:  low

¬ Permanent:  High 



Scenario 8: Cycle Path (E-W  axis) + 
Speed Mitigation Measures (N-S axis)



Overview of scenarios
I.  Permutations of the Status Quo
1. Status quo
2. Status quo plus gates
3. Status quo plus gates and speed mitigation measures 

II. Permutations of Shared Space
4. Shared space throughout
5. Shared space throughout with speed mitigation measures
6. Shared spaces on E-W axis only

III.  Permutations of Cycle Path
7. Bike path on E-W-N-S axis
8. Bike path on E-W axis only with speed mitigation measures 

on N-S axis

Summary of variables
• Cycling / No Cycling
• Speed mitigation measures, or not
• Shared Space / Cycle Path
• Cycling Routes: E-W / E-W-N-S
• Time Horizon: Pilot Project vs. Permanent



For Discussion

¬ Are there individual additions/adjustments to 
specific scenarios?

¬ Taken as a whole, is the group of scenarios 
complete?


